xvi	AS YOU LIKE IT
between two men-friends was accepted as a convention,
almost: for his friend a man would sacrifice wife,
mistress and children: and maybe in our Introduction
to The Two Gentlemen of Verona we did not allow
enough for this in our comments upon Valentine's
amazing offer to Proteus:
All that was mine in Silvia I give thee*
That, however, reaches to the limit of the medieval male
convention. One finds little trace before Shakespeare
of that sisterly devotion into which he has already given
us sweet insight in A Midsummer-Night's Dream (not
to dwell on Beatrice's valiancy for injured Hero and
her risk of a man's love on the challenge 'Kill Claudio').
Let us listen to Helena reproaching Hermias
We, Hermia, like two artificial gods,
Have with our needles created both one flower,
Both on one sampler, sitting on one cushion,
Both warbling of one song, both in one key 5
As if our hands, our sides, voices, and minds,
Had been incorporate. So we grew together,
Like to a double cherry, seeming parted;
But yet an union in partition..,
But love for man parts this double 'cherry/ as it so often
does. In As You Like It Celia,the provident, throughout
follows Rosalind, giving up father, state and fortune in
steady fidelity.
Rosalind is after her lover; and plays the action through
with prettiest trickery and witchery. But is Orlando
really tricked to the end ? He may pin foolish ballads on
trees where (as in Love's Labour's .Los/) nobody con-
cerned is likely to read *em. But can anyone read the
later scenes of this play and believe that he had not at
any rate a shrewd suspicion that this Ganymede was his
Rosalind: or even that the exiled Duke himself had not
some inkling?
I do remember in this shepherd-boy
Some lively touches of my daughter's favour.

